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Abstract. We develop a fully abstract trace-based semantics for sets of classes
in object-oriented languages, in particular for Java-like sealed packages. Our
approach enhances a standard operational semantics such that the change of
control between the package and the client context is made explicit in terms of
interaction labels. By using traces over these labels, we abstract from the data
representation in the heap, support class hiding, and provide fully abstract
package denotations. The soundness and completeness of our approach is
proven using innovative simulation techniques.
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Introduction

Systems, components, and libraries have to evolve over time to meet new requirements. In an object-oriented setting, such evolution steps affect the classes used in
the implementation. An important aspect for safe evolution is the ability to modularly check for compatibility, i.e., whether a new version has the same behavior
as the old one in all program contexts in which the old version can be used. In
particular, every refactoring should guarantee compatibility. The symmetric notion
corresponding to compatibility is (contextual) equivalence: Two sets of classes are
equivalent if they exhibit the same operational behavior in every possible context.
Proving compatibility or equivalence is challenging because
(1) the number of possible contexts is infinite and contexts are complex
(2) the states and heaps can be significantly different between the versions.
To meet these challenges, we exploit denotational methods. A denotational semantics
for classes is called fully abstract [11, 13] if classes that have the same denotation are
exactly those that are contextually equivalent. In particular, a fully abstract semantics
has to abstract from states and heaps to meet challenge (2) above. Proving that two
sets of classes are equivalent in the (fully abstract) denotational setting amounts to
proving that they have the same denotation.
The central contribution of this paper is the design of such a fully abstract
semantics for packages of a Java subset. Furthermore, the paper provides a detailed
explanation of the full abstraction proof. To explain our approach in more detail, we
consider the following two versions of package xutil:
∗
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package xutil; import java.util.∗;

public class Bag implements Collection {
private ArrayList mList;
public boolean addAll(Collection c){ BODY }
...
}

package xutil; import java.util.∗;
public interface IBag extends Collection {
public boolean addAll(Collection c);
... }
public class Bag implements IBag {
private MyList mList;
public boolean addAll(Collection c){ BODY2 }
... }
class MyList { IMPL }

The goal is to show that the version on the right-hand side has the same behavior
as the one on the left-hand side in all possible program contexts. In particular, we
address the following language-related challenges:
– change of implementation, e.g., BODY2 instead of BODY, MyList instead of
ArrayList

– change of subtype hierarchy, e.g., interface IBag is added
– non-public, encapsulated classes, e.g., the new class MyList is package local
– use of imported types in signatures (e.g., interface Collection in signature of
method addAll) and in the implementation (e.g., ArrayList is imported)
– inheritance and casts (not illustrated)
Approach. In our approach, the denotation of a package (or set of classes and
interfaces) is expressed by the interactions between code belonging to the package
and code belonging to the context. It is defined in two steps starting from a standard
operational semantics. In the first step, the operational semantics is augmented
in a way that the interactions can be made explicit. In the second step, traces of
interaction labels are used to semantically characterize the package behavior. A
non-trivial aspect is the treatment of inheritance, because with inheritance, some
code parts of a class/object might belong to the context and other parts to the
package under investigation.
Using traces allows abstracting from the state and heap representation in the
old and new version. It solves challenge (2). To obtain a finite representation of
all contexts and solve challenge (1), we construct a nondeterministic most general
context that exactly exhibits the possible behavior of contexts. Using an operational
semantics as a starting point has the advantage that we can use simulation relations
applied to standard configurations (i.e., heap, stack) for the full abstraction proof.
Furthermore, it provides a direct formal relation to Hoare-like program logics and
standard techniques for static program analysis.
Related Work. Banerjee and Naumann [4] presented a method to reason about
whole-program equivalence in a Java subset. Under a notion of confinement for
class tables, they prove equivalence between different implementations of a class by
relating their (classical, fixpoint-based) denotations by simulations. Silva, Naumann,
and Sampaio [15] extend this work to prove several refactoring laws for whole
hierarchies of classes.
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Similar to our work, Jeffrey and Rathke [8] give a fully abstract trace semantics
for a Java subset with a package-like construct. However, they do not consider
inheritance, down-casting and cross-border instantiation. Using similar techniques,
Ábrahám et al. [2] give a fully abstract semantics for a concurrent class-based
language (without inheritance and subtyping).
Whereas we use simulation techniques to prove full abstraction, other authors
apply (bi-)simulations to relate two program parts. This technique was first used
by Hennessy and Milner [7] to reason about concurrent programs. Sumii and
Pierce used bisimulations which are sound and complete with respect to contextual
equivalence in a language with dynamic sealing [16] and in a language with type
abstraction and recursion [17]. Koutavas and Wand, building on their earlier work
[9] and the work of Sumii and Pierce, used bisimulations to reason about the
equivalence of single classes [10] in different Java subsets. The subset they considered
includes inheritance and down-casting. Their language, however, neither considers
interfaces nor accessibility of types.
Outline. In the following, we illustrate our method to develop fully abstract denotational semantics for Java-like packages. The remainder of this paper is structured
as follows. Section 2 introduces the formalized language LPJava and the notion of
source compatibility. Section 3 gives the operational and trace semantics of LPJava
and presents the full abstraction result. Section 4 shows how full abstraction can
be proved by simulation relations and Section 5 gives a general outline on how to
prove two components compatible. Section 6 presents directions for future work
and concludes. For proofs and further details on the formalization, we refer to the
extended report [18].
Notations. We use the overbar notation x to denote a finite list and the hat notation bx to

denote a set. The empty list and set are denoted by • and the concatenation of list x and y is
denoted by x · y. Concatenation is sometimes implicit by writing terms in juxtaposition. Single
elements are implicitly treated as lists/sets when needed. The function last(. . . ) returns the
last element of a list. The expression M[x 7→ y] yields the map M where the entry with key
x is updated with the value y, or, if no such key exists, the entry is added. The empty map is
denoted by ∅ and dom(M) and rng(M) denote the domain and range of the map M.

2

Formalization of LPJava and Source Compatibility

The language considered in the following is a sequential object-oriented language
called LPJava (see Fig. 1). It has interfaces, classes and subtyping. To consider the
additional challenge of inheritance and type hiding, it also has subclassing and
a package system. Classes can extend other classes, and can be declared either
package-local or public. Data types (like int, etc.) are not considered as they do
not provide additional insight. For simplicity, all methods are assumed to be public
and all fields to be private. LPJava also allows explicit casting, which leads to more
distinguishing power from class contexts. We assume that every class has a default
constructor. Similar as for Java [5], the default constructor has the same access
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K, X , Y ::= Q
Q, R ::= package p ; D
D ::= [public] class c extds p.c impls p.i { F M }
| [public] interface i extds p.i { M }
F ::= private p.t f ;


M ::= public p.t m(p.t v)

; | {e}

E ::= x | null | new p.c() | (p.t)E : E | E. f | E. f = E
| let p.t x = E in E | E.m(E) | E == E ? E : E

t
c
i
p, q, r
f
m
x

::=
∈
∈
∈
∈
∈
∈

c|i
class names
interface names
package names
field names
method names
variable names

Fig. 1. Abstract syntax of LPJava

modifier as its class. A package (denoted by Q or R) has a name and consists of a
sequence of type declarations. We assume that packages are sealed (cf. [6], Sect. 2),
meaning that once a package is defined no new class and interface definitions can
be added to the package. Types are fully qualified by their package name.
A codebase, which consists of a list of packages, is denoted by K, X or Y . If it
satisfies all the well-formedness conditions of the language, i.e., well-formed type
hierarchy, well-typedness of all expressions, etc., we write ` K (or ` X , ` Y ) and call
such a codebase a component. Note that components are definition-complete. To join
two codebases into a larger codebase, we write them in juxtaposition (i.e., K X ). If
we join a codebase K and a component X , we often call K a (class) context of X .
A prerequisite for two components to have the same behavior is that whenever
the first component can be joined with a context into a larger component, then the
second one can be joined as well using the same context. This property,1 focusing
solely on typing and not behavioral aspects, is called source compatibility [8]:
Definition 1 (Source compatibility). A component Y is source compatible with a
component X if for any codebase K: ` K X implies ` KY .
It is important to notice that this does not allow automatic checking that a
component Y is source compatible with X , because the definition quantifies over
an infinite set of contexts. However, a set of checkable conditions (Fig. 2) that are
necessary and sufficient for Y to be source compatible with X can be given. We
describe them in the following.2 The package names occurring in X must exactly
be those occurring in Y (SC1X ,Y ). Every public type defined in X must appear in Y
(SC2X ,Y ). For public types of X , every method which is part of the type (declared
or inherited) in X must also have a method with the same signature (i.e. same
parameter types q.t and return type r.t 0 ) in Y and vice versa (SC3X ,Y ). The subtype
hierarchy between public types of X must be maintained in Y (SC4X ,Y ).
Theorem 1. A component Y is source compatible with a component X if and only if
(SC1X ,Y )-(SC4X ,Y ) hold.
1
2

Note that the definition is not symmetric. This allows Y to be a more refined version of X .
As this paper focuses on behavioral aspects, we do not explain here why these conditions
are necessary and sufficient. However, explanations and proofs can be found in [18].
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packageNamesX = packageNamesY

(SC1X ,Y )

publicX (p.t) → publicY (p.t)

(SC2X ,Y )

publicX (p.t) → ( 〈m, q.t _ r.t 0 , _〉 ∈X p.t ↔ 〈m, q.t _ r.t 0 , _〉 ∈Y p.t )
publicX (p.t) ∧ publicX (p .t ) ∧ p.t ≤X p .t → p.t ≤Y p .t
0

0

0

0

0

0

(SC3X ,Y )
(SC4X ,Y )

Fig. 2. Conditions to check source compatibility in LPJava

E
r
O
H
F
V
L
j

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
∈

... | r
j | null
j 7→ H
(V, L, p.c, r)
(E | E )L :p.t
internal | exposed
ctxt | comp
object identifiers

::=
::=
|
µ ::=
|
o ::=
v ::=
T α ::=
t
l

extd. expressions
reference
heap
heap entry
typed stack frame
exposure flag
origin location

trace
label
call message
return message
abstracted object
label value
abstracted type

Fig. 4. Syntax of traces

Fig. 3. Semantic entities for LPJava
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l
µ! | µ? | τ
error | halt
call o.m(v)
rtrn v
j:T α
o | null
c m〉
b
〈Ó
p.c, p.i,

Trace Characterization of Component Behavior

In this section, we characterize the behavior of a component X in terms of its possible
interaction traces with program contexts. We first define the interaction traces of X
with a specific program context. Then, we introduce nondeterministic expressions
that allow for the definition of most general contexts which simulate all possible
contexts. Finally, we state the full abstraction result.
3.1

Enhanced Operational Semantics

We enrich a standard semantics in such a way that the interactions between a
component X and its program context K become explicit and call it the enhanced
semantics. In particular, we define the traces of interactions between X and K. The
rules in Fig. 5 describe the (enhanced) small-step operational semantics of LPJava.
Auxiliary functions are defined in Fig. 6.
The operational rules for a component X in a context K are based on a labelled
l

small-step reduction judgement of the form ζ ζ0 with configurations ζ = K X , O, F .
The heap O is a map from object identifiers to heap entries and F is a list of
typed stack frames (see Fig. 3). The configurations are augmented with additional
information. However, this does not change the standard operational behavior. The
flag L ranges over {ctxt, comp} and indicates whether entities belong to the context
K or to the component X . It is used in stack frames to mark if the code (E or E ) that
is part of this stack frame originates from X or K. It is also used in heap entries to
denote whether the object has been created by code of X or K. The flag V is used in
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heap entries to denote whether an object created in the context has been exposed to
the component or vice versa. Objects are always created internally (see RI-NEWOBJ)
but can over time be exposed when they are passed from (to) the component to
(from) the context.
Stack frames are associated with either the component X or the context K. The
topmost stack frame contains an expression E and all other stack frames contain an
evaluation context E . An evaluation context E (see [19]) is an expression with a hole
[] somewhere inside the expression. We write E [E] to mean that the hole in E is
replaced by expression E. A hole in E can only appear at certain positions defined as
follows:
E ::= [] | E . f | E . f = E | r. f = E | let p.t x = E in E | (p.t)E : E | E .m(E)
| r.m(r, E , E) | E == E ? E : E | r == E ? E : E

We say that X controls execution if code of X is executed; otherwise K controls
execution. The function currloc(ζ) from Fig. 6 is used to determine who controls
execution. An interaction is a change of control (see RI-CALL-B OUNDARY and RI-RETURNB OUNDARY). Labels record changes of control. An interaction trace is a finite sequence
of labels (Fig. 4). Interaction is considered from the viewpoint of the component.
Input labels (marked by ?) express a change of control from the context to the
component; output labels (marked by !) express a change from the component to
the context. There are input and output labels for method invocation and return,
as well as labels for well-formed and abrupt program termination. The labels for
method invocation and return include the parameter and result values together with
their abstracted types (explained later).
A program context is a context that has a public class p.c with a method
lang.Object main(), where the class p.c is called a startup class. It is executed by calling
main. In the following we assume that the startup class is always main.Main and is defined in the context K. The initial configuration initζK X is then defined as K X , O, F ·•
def
def
where O = ;[ j 7→ (internal, ctxt, main.Main, null)] and F = E[ j/this]ctxt :lang.Object,
if E is the body of the main method.
Traces. In the following, we consider the traces (i.e. finite lists of labels) which
are generated by steps of the operational semantics. To compare traces of different
components and with different contexts, we abstract from package local types and
types declared in the context. Package local types should not appear in the labels,
because different components might use different local types. Types in labels are
abstracted (see typeabsK X (p.c) in Fig. 6) to a representation which only preserves the
information (1) which public supertypes of p.c belong to the component (2) which
of their methods are not overridden by the context. The reason for (1) is that these
are the types of X that can be used in cast expressions in the context. Based on the
label, it becomes thus clear which cast expressions will succeed and which not. The
reason for (2) is that, based on the label, we know the methods that, if invoked
with the object as receiver, lead to changes of control. As X defines a finite set of
types (denoted by TX ), there are only a finite set of abstracted types that can occur
in traces with X . This set is denoted by TXα and can be constructed from X .
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RI-INTERNAL-STEP

RI-NEWOBJ

O, E ¹¹ËLK X O0 , E 0
τ

K X , O, E [E]L :p.t · F

j∈
/ d om(O)

K X , O0 , E [E 0 ]L :p.t · F

mdeclK X (p.c, m) = L

〈m, _, E〉 ∈K X p.c

O, j.m(r)

¹¹ËLK X

H = (internal, L, p.c, null)

O, new p.c() ¹¹ËLK X O[ j 7→ H], j

RI-CALL-INTERN

typeO ( j) = p.c

7

O, E[ j/this, r/vp ]

RI-CALL-B OUNDARY

typeO ( j) = p.c
〈m, _, E〉 ∈K X p.c
O0 = expose( jr, O)
mdeclK X (p.c, m) = ¬L
l = mcallK X ( j, m, r, O, L)
l

K X , O, E [ j.m(r)]L :p.t · F

K X , O0 , E[ j/this, r/vp ]¬L :p0 .t 0 · EL :p.t · F

RI-RETURN-B OUNDARY

l = mrtrnK X (r, O, L)

O0 = expose(r, O)

K X , O, rL :p0 .t 0 · E¬L :p.t · F

l

K X , O0 , E [r]¬L :p.t · F

RI-FAIL

RI-HALT

E = null. f i ∨ E = null. f i = r ∨ E = null.m(v)
K X , O, E [E]L :p.t · F

error

K X , O, •

K X , O, rctxt :p.t

halt

K X , O, •

Fig. 5. Transition rules for the enhanced small-step semantics, using the helper judgement
¹¹ËLK X for internal steps that are local to an evaluation context. The rules RI-CAST, RI-LET,
RI-IF, RI-FIELDSEL and RI-FIELDUP are not shown but can be found in [18].

To abstract from internal τ steps of a computation, we provide a large step
t

version of the enhanced semantics (denoted =⇒) that is defined by:
t

ζ =⇒ ζ0
•

ζ =⇒ ζ

ζ0

τ
∗

ζ00

ζ00

l

ζ000

l 6= τ

t·l

ζ =⇒ ζ000
τ

Every large step represents a finite number of τ steps (denoted by ∗ , the reflexive,
τ
transitive closure of
) followed by a non-τ step. Note that τ does not appear in
labels of large steps. Large steps always jump to the state right after the next non-τ
label has been generated.
Termination (ζ↓) and divergence (ζ↑) are defined in the usual way. We write
t

ζ↓ iff there exists a terminal configuration ζ f = K X , O, • such that ζ =⇒ ζ f . Note
that termination occurs if and only if the last label is either error or halt. We write
ζ↑ iff the execution diverges. As can be seen from the transition rules, evaluation is
deterministic (up to object naming).
In order to deal with the non-deterministic choice of fresh object identifiers, we
introduce (object) renamings. A renaming is a bijective relation on object identifiers.
We write ρ for such a relation. We can then consider traces equivalent (or related) if
they are equal modulo a renaming.
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(
expose(r, O)

def

=

O

if r = null

O[ j 7→ (exposed, L, p.c, r)]

if r = j ∧ O( j) = (_, L, p.c, r)

def

mcallK X ( j, m, r, O, L) = call objectabsK X ( j, O).m(objectabsK X (r, O)) fromdir(L)
mrtrnK X (r, O, L)
fromdir(L)
objectabsK X (r, O)
typeabsK X (p.c)

pubtypes(X )
currloc(K X , O, F )
typeO (r)

def

=(
rtrn objectabsK X (r, O) fromdir(L)
? if L = ctxt
def
=
! if L = comp
(
null
if r = null
def
=
j:typeabsK X (typeO (r)) if r = j
def
c m〉
c are the supertypes of p.c that are
b where p
Ó
= 〈Ó
p.c, p.i,
.c ∪ p.i
in pubtypes(X ) and
c ∧ mdeclK X (p.c, m) = comp}
b = {m | m ∈ methodsX (Ó
m
p.c ∪ q.i)
def

= {p.t | p.t ∈ TX ∧ publicX (p.t)} (public types defined in X )
def

= L(if F = EL :p.t · F 0 (location of top of stack)
⊥
if r = null
def
=
p.c if O(r) = (_, _, p.c, _)
def

¬L

= L0 where L 6= L0 (similar for ¬V)

filter(O, V)

= { j ∈ O | O( j) = (V, _, _, _)}

filter(O, L)

= { j ∈ O | O( j) = (_, L, _, _)}

def

def

def

filter(O, V, L)

= filter(O, V) ∩ filter(O, L)

visible(O, L)
c m〉)
b
absX (〈Ó
p.c, p.i,

= filter(O, exposed) ∪ filter(O, internal, L)
def
d0 , d
c0 〉 where ( p.c
d0 ∪ d
c ∩ pubtypes(X )
= 〈 p.c
p.i 0 , m
p.i 0 ) = (Ó
p.c ∪ p.i)
c0 = {m | m ∈ (m
c
b ∩ methodsX (Ó
and m
p.c ∪ q.i))}

def

Fig. 6. Helper definitions, where mdeclK X (p.c, m) yields the location L where the method
body has been declared (searching from the class p.c upwards) and methodsX (p.t) yields the
method names of declared and inherited methods in p.t.

Definition 2 (Related traces). t 1 ≡ρ t 2 iff the object identifiers appearing at the
same positions in the traces are related under ρ and the types appearing at the same
position are equal. If we are not interested in a particular ρ, we omit it for brevity.
In the following, we use the straightforward generalization of this definition of
equality modulo a renaming (≡ρ ) to arbitrary syntactic structures. The observable
behavior of a program run can then be reduced to the traces it exposes.
Definition 3 (Traces). The traces of a component X with a program context K are:
def

t

Traces(K X ) = {t | ∃ζ : initζK X =⇒ ζ}
Note that Traces(K X ) is closed w.r.t. renaming, i.e., if t ∈ Traces(K X ) and t 0 ≡ t,
then also t 0 ∈ Traces(K X ). Furthermore, Traces(K X ) is prefix-closed and only refers
to public types in X .
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MGC-NEWOBJ

j∈
/ d om(O)

MGC-SKIP

O, nde

¹¹Ëctxt
KX

O, nde

O, nde

¹¹Ëctxt
KX

p.c ∈ TK X

9

publicK X (p.c)

O[ j 7→ (internal, ctxt, p.c, null)], nde

MGC-PREPARECALL

j, ri ∈ visible(O, ctxt) ∪ {null}
typeO ( j) = p.c
〈m, q.t _ _, _〉 ∈K X p.c
mdeclK X (p.c, m) = comp
typeO (r) ≤K X q.t
O, nde

¹¹Ëctxt
KX

MGC-PREPARERTRN

r ∈ visible(O, ctxt) ∪ {null}
K X , O, ndectxt :p.t · F

τ

x fresh

O, let lang.Object x = j.m(r) in nde

typeO (r) ≤K X p.t
K X , O, rctxt :p.t · F

MGC-FAIL

K X , O, ndectxt :p.t · F

error

K X , O, •

Fig. 7. Transition rules for the most general context

3.2

Most General Context

Although the traces abstract from the context, we still have to consider the traces of
all possible program contexts in order to describe the full behavior of a component.
This issue is addressed in this section by constructing a most general context κX that
enables all possible interactions that X can engage in. The context κX represents
exactly all contexts that X can have. Compared to a concrete context, κX abstracts
over types, objects, and operational steps. To represent κX , we extend LPJava
by nondeterministic expressions ( E ::= . . . | nde ) and corresponding reduction
rules (Fig. 7). Nondeterministic expressions are only allowed in these most general
contexts for LPJava components. Reducing a non-deterministic expression can lead
to the creation of new objects, a well-formed cross-border method call / return using
RI-CALL-B OUNDARY / RI-RETURN-B OUNDARY) or abrupt program termination.
In order to distinguish contexts of the previous section from most general contexts, we call the previous ones deterministic contexts. Contexts then simply subsume
both deterministic and most general contexts.
Construction of κX . The most general context of X is denoted by κX . Let mgc be a
c m〉
b ∈ TXα ,
package name not occurring in X . For each abstracted type T α = 〈Ó
p.c, q.i,
we construct a class of the form:
b }
package mgc; public class c extends q.d implements q.i { M
where (1) c is a class name that is unique for each abstracted type T α , (2) q.d is the
b are the methods with signature from methodsX (Ó
Ó
smallest class in p
.c, (3) M
p.c ∪
c
b and with nde as body. The idea behind this
q.i) which do not have names in m
construction is that abstracting the type of the constructed class yields the abstracted
type from which the class was constructed (i.e. typeabsK X (mgc.c) = T α ). The context
κX also has an additional class Main, which is the startup class of κX X :
package main; public class Main { lang.Object main() { nde } }
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Using this definition of most general context, we can give the denotation of a
component X as the set of traces generated by the most general context of X . Note
that this definition solely depends on X .
Definition 4 (Denotation of a component). The denotation of a component X is
defined as Traces(κX X ).
3.3

Full Abstractness

The standard notion of testing or contextual compatibility [12] states that every
program context which terminates with the first component must also terminate
with the second component.
Definition 5 (Testing compatibility). A component Y is testing compatible with X
if Y is source compatible with X and for any deterministic program context K of X :
initζK X ↓ implies initζKY ↓.
The definition of testing compatibility quantifies over all possible program contexts and, as outlined for the challenges in the introduction, cannot be used in general
for proving that two components are compatible. We therefore give an alternative
definition that is based on the afore-mentioned denotations of components.
Definition 6 (Behavioral compatibility). A component Y is behaviorally compatible with X if Y is source compatible with X and Traces(κX X ) ⊆ absX (Traces(κY Y )).
We can not simply state trace inclusion, as Y may have more public types than
X (see Def. 1). We must abstract from these additional types in the traces with the
function absX (T α ) defined in Fig. 6. Finally we can state our main theorem, namely
that the compatibility notions of Def. 5 and Def. 6 coincide.
Theorem 2 (Full abstraction). Consider two components X and Y . Then Y is behaviorally compatible with X iff Y is testing compatible with X .
The following lemmas are the main ones needed to prove full abstraction. Each
of these are proven using simulation relations (see Section 4). The first two lemmas
show that components and contexts compute the next label only based on the trace
history, i.e., that the trace contains all relevant information.
Lemma 1 (Component independency). Consider two contexts K1 and K2 for X such
that t ∈ Traces(K1 X ) and t ∈ Traces(K2 X ) and last(t) = µ?. Then t · l ∈ Traces(K1 X )
implies t · l ∈ Traces(K2 X ).
Lemma 2 (Context independency). Let Y be source compatible with X , K be a
context for X and Y , and t ∈ Traces(K X ) and t ∈ absX (Traces(KY )) and t = • or
last(t) = µ!. Then, t · l ∈ Traces(K X ) implies t · l ∈ absX (Traces(KY )).
The following two lemmas state that the most general context for a component
X simulates exactly all possible contexts for X .
Lemma 3 (Trace abstraction). Let K be a deterministic program context of component X . Then, Traces(K X ) ⊆ Traces(κX X ).
Lemma 4 (Trace concretization). Let X be a component and t ∈ Traces(κX X ). Then,
there is a deterministic program context K of X with t ∈ Traces(K X ).
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Simulations

In this section, we show how the main lemmas from the previous section can be
proven using simulation relations on the runtime configurations. Before we can relate
two configurations, we define in Section 4.1 a few well-formedness properties that
the configurations must satisfy. We then define preorder relations over well-formed
runtime configurations in Section 4.2. We show in Section 4.3 how these preorder
relations are preserved by small operational steps. We also show that they are
simulation relations on the large-step semantics in Section 4.4. Finally we describe
how the main (trace-based) lemmas from the previous section can be proven using
the simulation relations.
4.1

Well-formed Runtime Configurations

Before giving the definition of well-formed runtime configuration, we first define a
few helper functions. The function stackabsL (F ) yields all the L-tagged stack frames
of F and fieldrestrictLK X (p.c, r) yields all field values of r that are defined in classes
of L that are superclasses of p.c or p.c itself. The function objectrefs(. . . ) yields all
object identifiers contained in a syntactic element. We can then define well-formed
runtime configurations.
Definition 7 (Well-formed runtime configuration). A runtime configuration ζ =
K X , O, F is well-formed (denoted by wf (ζ)) if
– ζ is well-typed (standard definition, not detailed further here)
– Top of stack F is an expression of the form E [E], the rest are contexts of the form E
– Stack frames in F are alternatively from comp and from ctxt and the lowest stack
frame is from ctxt
– Store consistency: objectrefs(rng(O)) ⊆ dom(O)
– Stack consistency and separation: ∀L : objectrefs(stackabsL (F )) ⊆ visible(O, L)
– Only L-visible objects can be accessed from L-visible objects: ∀ j ∈ visible(O, L) with
O( j) = (_, _, p.c, r) we have objectrefs(fieldrestrictLK X (p.c, r)) ⊆ visible(O, L)
– Internal objects of X are of a type of X : ∀(_, comp, p.c, _) ∈ rng(O) : p.c ∈ TX
– Internal objects of K have their X fields untouched: ∀(internal, ctxt, p.c, r) ∈
comp
rng(O) : fieldrestrictK X (p.c, r) = null
Initial program states are well-formed and well-formedness is preserved by small-step
operational steps.
4.2

ρ

Preorder Relations ²L

ρ

The preorder relations ²ρcomp and ²ctxt relate two well-formed runtime configurations
if their comp or ctxt part is similar. This allows us for example to relate runtime
configurations when configurations only differ in the context or component (see
e.g. Lemmas 1 and 2). We give their definition in the following. Note that helper
functions are given in Fig. 6.
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ρ

Definition 8 (Preorder relation ²L ). Consider two well-formed configurations ζ1 =
K1 X 1 , O1 , F1 and ζ2 = K2 X 2 , O2 , F2 such that X 2 is source compatible with X 1 . We
ρ
write ζ1 ²L e ζ2 if ρe is a renaming from filter(O1 , exposed) to filter(O2 , exposed)
and there is a renaming ρi from filter(O1 , internal, L) to filter(O2 , internal, L) and
ρ = ρe ∪ ρi such that
–
–
–
–

if L = ctxt then K1 = K2 else X 1 = X 2
currloc(ζ1 ) = currloc(ζ2 )
stackabsL (F1 ) ≡ρ stackabsL (F2 )
If j1 ≡ρ j2 with O1 ( j1 ) = (V1 , L1 , p1 .c1 , r1 ) and O2 ( j2 ) = (V2 , L2 , p2 .c2 , r2 ), then
• V1 = V2
• L1 = L2
• fieldrestrictLK1 X 1 (p1 .c1 , r1 ) ≡ρ fieldrestrictLK2 X 2 (p2 .c2 , r2 )
• if L1 = L then p1 .c1 = p2 .c2 else typeabsK1 X 1 (p1 .c1 ) = absX 1 (typeabsK2 X 2 (p2 .c2 ))
ρ

In the following, we explain the definition of ²L . We first require that there is a
renaming from the exposed objects of the first to the exposed objects of the second
configuration. We also require that there is a renaming between the (internal) objects
that are created by L. We then require that for both configurations the execution is
at the same place (either in code of the component or the context). Furthermore, we
require the parts of the stack that consist of code from L to be equal under the object
renaming. For related objects, the heap entries must also match in the following
way. The exposure and location flags must be the same. The values of fields that are
defined in L must be equal under the object renaming. At last, the dynamic type of
related objects must be equal if they are created by L. Otherwise, they must have the
same abstracted types.
ρ
The relations ²L can be considered as simulation relations on the large-step
semantics. We illustrate this in the following. Initial states are in the relation.
Lemma 5 (Initial states are related under ²comp ). Consider two program contexts
K1 and K2 such that K1 X and K2 X are well-formed. Then initζK1 X ²comp initζK2 X .
Lemma 6 (Initial states are related under ²ctxt ). Consider two components X 1 and
X 2 such that X 2 is source compatible with X 1 and K X 1 and K X 2 are well-formed. Then
initζK X 1 ²ctxt initζK X 2 .
ρ

We first present how the relations ²L are preserved by steps of the small-step
operational semantics and later extend it to the large-step one.
4.3

Small-step Semantics

We consider four different cases. We distinguish whether the steps are labelled by τ
or another label. We also distinguish whether the steps are initiated in the context or
the component.
ρ

Lemma 7 (τ-steps in ¬L preserve ²L ). Assume that ζ1 ²L ζ2 and currloc(ζ1 ) = ¬L.
If ζ1

τ

ρ

ζ01 then ζ01 ²L ζ2 . Similarly, if ζ2

τ

ρ

ζ02 then ζ1 ²L ζ02 .
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Lemma 8 (²L simulates τ-steps in L). If ζ1 ²L ζ2 and ζ1
L, then ζ2

τ

ρ

τ
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ζ01 and currloc(ζ1 ) =

ζ02 and ζ01 ²L ζ02 .

In the following lemmas, we use the notion of consistency between renamings.
Two renamings are consistent if the union of both relations yields a renaming again
(i.e., they agree on the common value pairs).
ρ

Lemma 9 (Similar messages from ¬L preserve ²L ). If ζ1 ²L ζ2 and ζ1

l1

ζ01 and

l2

currloc(ζ1 ) = ¬L and ζ2
ζ02 and l1 ≡ρl absX 1 (l2 ) 6= τ and ρl minimal and consistent
ρ∪ρ
with ρ, then ζ01 ²L l ζ02 .
ρ

Lemma 10 (²L simulates messages from L). If ζ1 ²L ζ2 and ζ1
currloc(ζ1 ) = L and l1 =
6 τ, then ζ2
ρ∪ρ
and consistent with ρ and ζ01 ²L l ζ02 .
4.4

l2

l1

ζ01 and

ζ02 and l1 ≡ρl absX 1 (l2 ) and ρl minimal

Large-step Semantics

The four lemmas of the previous subsection can be extended to large steps and then
to many large steps (i.e. program runs). For single large steps, we only state the
lemma where a step is simulated.
l1

Lemma 11 (²L simulates large step from L). If ζ1 =⇒ ζ01 and currloc(ζ1 ) = L and
l2

ρ

ζ1 ²L ζ2 , then ζ2 =⇒ ζ02 and l1 ≡ρl absX 1 (l2 ) and ρl minimal and consistent with ρ
ρ∪ρ
and ζ01 ²L l ζ02 .
We then relate many large steps. For deterministic contexts, we can state that
if we have a run starting from a state and another run starting from a related state
which emits a similar trace as the first run, then the end states are related. We
generalize this in the following lemma, where we also consider non-deterministic
(i.e. most general) contexts.
t1

t2

Lemma 12 (Multiple large steps preserve ²L ). If ζ1 =⇒ ζ01 and ζ2 =⇒ ζ02 and
12
ρ
0
ζ1 ²L ζ2 and t 1 ≡ρt absX 1 (t 2 ) and ρ 12
t minimal and consistent with ρ, then ∃ζ3
t3

such that ζ2 =⇒ ζ03 and t 1 ≡ρt absX 1 (t 3 ) and ρ 13
t minimal and consistent with ρ and
ρ∪ρ 13
t

ζ01 ²L

13

ζ03 .
t1

The states ζ01 and ζ02 might not be related, as during the runs ζ1 =⇒ ζ01 and
t2

ζ2 =⇒ ζ02 , the same most general context might have chosen different executions as
it is non-deterministic. For example, it may create more objects that are internal to it
in one execution than in another, but still generate a similar trace. For deterministic
contexts, however, ζ01 ²L ζ02 .
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We can finally prove Lemmas 1 and 2. We know that initial states are related
and that after the traces are executed, the states thereafter are still related (by
Lemma 12). By Lemma 11, we then know that the second configuration can respond
in a similar way to the first one.
To prove Lemmas 3 and 4, however, we need stronger relations that not only
relate the comp part of the configurations, but also relate the most general context to
the deterministic context (which we denote by ≪ρ for trace abstraction and ≫ρ for
trace concretization). The proof then works in a similar way, where similar lemmas
as before have to be proven for the relations ²ρcomp ∩ ≪ρ and ²ρcomp ∩ ≫ρ .

5

Proving Compatibility

In this section, we give proof obligations that are needed in order to prove two
components compatible. We also describe why the proof method is complete and
sketch how the direct connection of the trace semantics to the operational semantics
can be exploited to prove compatibility.
In order to prove that a component Y is behaviorally compatible with X , the
following steps are necessary. First, Y must be proven source compatible with X .
This can be directly done by the checks detailed in Section 2. The more difficult part
is to prove, as per Def. 6, that Traces(κX X ) ⊆ absX (Traces(κY Y )). It is sufficient to
prove that Traces(κX X ) ⊆ absX (Traces(κX Y )), which follows from the property that
Traces(κX Y ) ⊆ Traces(κY Y ).
The proof is done by induction on the length of the traces. The empty trace is
trivially in both sets. As induction step, assume t · l such that (1) t ∈ Traces(κX X ),
(2) t ∈ absX (Traces(κX Y )), and (3) t · l ∈ Traces(κX X ). The proof goal is then to
show that t · l ∈ absX (Traces(κX Y )). We distinguish two cases, based on the form of
the last label in the trace t:
Case t = • or last(t) = µ!: The claim follows directly by Lemma 2.
Case last(t) = µ?: The initial configurations of κX X and κX Y are related by ²ctxt
due to Lemma 6. By Lemma 12, the configurations right after the trace t are
related by ²ctxt as well. It then suffices to prove that the second configuration
can run and generate a next label whenever the first configuration runs and
generates this label.
There are different approaches for proving this. One possibility is to capture how
the comp part of both configurations are related. This relation, usually called
coupling invariant [3], only needs to relate the comp parts of the configuration.
Note that these parts remain untouched by the context during its steps. Another
possibility is to relate the runtime configurations to the traces, i.e., for each
component X establish a relation between the traces of Traces(κX X ) and runtime
configurations of κX X (which we call a canonical representation invariant). We
consider the description of more detailed approaches as future work.
Completeness of the Proof Method. Although we do not consider in this paper
how a coupling invariant can be specified, we can show that such an invariant always
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exists if two components are behaviorally compatible. This completeness result comes
basically for free from our full abstraction proof approach. If two components are
behaviorally compatible, then there always exists a coupling invariant (simulation
relation) R which can roughly be constructed as follows:
– (initζκX X , initζκX Y ) ∈ R.
t1

t2

– If initζκX X =⇒ ζ1 and initζκX Y =⇒ ζ2 and t 1 ≡ t 2 , then (ζ1 , ζ2 ) ∈ R.
ρ

We know already that for each (ζ1 , ζ2 ) ∈ R : ζ1 ²ctxt ζ2 . We also know that
the ctxt part is left untouched when the component executes (and the execution is
independent of the context). Thus, a user-specified invariant only needs to talk about
the comp part of the configuration. If the invariant only talks about the comp part,
then we also have the guarantee that it remains untouched by the context, which
allows us to disregard steps in the (most general) context.
Weaker Compatibilites. Sometimes we are not interested in preserving the full
behavior of components in an evolution step. For example, we might be interested
in checking that the new version of a component has the same behavior as the old
one with respect to a subset of its interface methods. In this case, we can compare
only those traces including these methods. This is a typical evolution scenario.
Similarly, the approach can be adapted to prove that components behave the same in
a restricted set of contexts. Weaker compatibilities can be considered for example by
(1) providing a more restrictive definition of the most general context (e.g. disallow
the context to call a certain method) (2) giving an abstraction function on the traces
or (3) specifying method contracts that must be satisfied by contexts.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a fully abstract trace-based semantics for packages of an objectoriented class-based language. We have also the shown the relation of the trace-based
to the operational semantics and provided a proof outline of the full abstraction
result where simulation relations are used. We see this as foundational work for
relating trace-based specifications to components (i.e. sets of classes), proving sets
of classes compatible or equivalent and proving refactoring transformations behavior
preserving.
A particular reason for why the trace-based approach fits so well is that objectoriented programming is based on message passing. We are not sure whether deriving
fully abstract semantics using the mixed trace-based/operational semantics approach
fits well for other non-OO settings, but plan on exploring this in the future. Furthermore, we would like to work out a concrete proof technique which consists
of providing a specification language for describing coupling relations, extending
existing program logics for OO programs [1, 14] to our setting and automatically
generating proof obligations to be used by interactive or automatic theorem provers.
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